
Quick Start Guide 

ecoTUB Spa Clean: 
All surface cleaner for spa shell, cover, cabinet, pillows, etc. No need to drain spa to 
remove tub ring - runoff actually improves spa water quality.  Use with Spaange. 

303 Protectant: 
Restores color and prevents UV damage to exterior cabinet surfaces and vinyl covers. 
After cleaning , spray surface, then distribute evenly with Spaange.  Repeat monthly. 

Gel Gloss Shell Polish: 
Beautifies spa shell. After cleaning, apply directly to dry surface. Rub and distribute a 
thin, even coat with Spaange.  Allow to dry slightly, then buff with a soft dry cloth. 

Spaange Scrubber / Applicator (2-Pack): 
Orange side is for non-scratch surface cleaning for use with Spa Clean.  Yellow side is 
an absorbent sponge applicator for use with Get Gloss and 303 Protectant. 

Spa System Flush: 
Super-cleans inner pipes, pumps & jets. When time to change water, remove filter, 
add half a bottle. Run pumps for a few minutes or overnight. Drain and refill spa. 

Power Soak Filter Cleaner: 
Powerful deep cleaner. Dissolve 1/2 cup into water bucket. Soak filter at least an hour 
or overnight (flip taller cartridges). Repeat at least every 3 months. 

ecoTUB Filter Spray: 
Instant filter spray cleaner for use with cartridge cleaning tools or when soaking is not 
practical. Spray filter, wait at least 5 minutes, then rinse. Repeat monthly. 

ZorbO Floating Oil Scum Absorber: 
Hi-tech polymer with flow-thru design wicks-up oily film and inanimate scum. Remove 
wrapper and float in hot tub. Replace every 3 to 4 months. 
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303 Outdoor Fabric Guard: 
Restores water repellency and prevents UV fading & damage to outdoor fabrics and 
WeatherShield spa covers. After cleaning, spray surface.  Repeat monthly. 

https://www.spadepot.com



